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LOGN This package is marketed under "Shareware", a unique marketing
LOGN approach which allows potential clients to test a fully func-
LOGN tional system before spending money. However, it is not FREE and
LOGN you are entitled to send $135.00 if you find it useful. This fee
LOGN entitles you to receive a free upgrade, written support, and a
LOGN subscription to the newsletter. For an additional fee, we will
LOGN develop a Transfer program based on the type of Time Clock used.
LOGN
LOGN THANK YOU        QUE Accounting, Suite 180
LOGN                  1450 West Chester Pike
LOGN                  West Chester, PA 19382    Phone: 215-344-7628
BKRS An incomplete update has occurred. It is advised that
BKRS an Online Restore be performed to assure data integrity
BKRS Execute the proper option from the Utility Menu (UT).
BKUP The last Online Backup failed to complete.
BKUP Consequently, an automatic Online Backup is
BKUP being performed.            Please wait...
BKRF The last Online Restore failed to complete.
BKRF Consequently, an automatic Online Restore is
BKRF being performed.            Please wait ...
HLPD Refer to your manual for instructions on how to enter
HLPD your own help text and/or training information. Use
HLPD the NOTEPAD function to create your files but be sure
HLPD to name them with a TXT extension (eg.HELPME.TXT)
SELM This screen allows you to select only those individuals
SELM related to a particular workrule and/or company.
SELM The default values, as they appear, will provide all
SELM employees in the system.
HIST Because of the power of the RW function, this section is
HIST intentionally missing. The RW function should be able to
HIST provide the necessary information from the TAHIST file.
HIST
HIST We do however plan to include common reports on this menu
HIST in the next version, after we have received adequate
HIST feedback on what those reports should be.
HIST
HIST Please address your comments to QUE Accounting concerning
HIST enhancements and/or changes to the system. Thank you!
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